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UINïSTRï 0F CO!ilfiJNICATIONS 1130 HAREN, 14 February 1973.

6T.VÏL AERONAUTICS ADT{INISTRATION

TECHIIIICAL DEPARTI{ENT

ACCïDENT T0 r{ELIC0PTER BELL 47c2 C4

RECISTERED OO - ART.
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1.1. Type of aircraft : Helicopter BELL 47C2 C4.

1.2. Manufacturer : BelI Helicopter Corp
Fort Worth, Texas, U.S.A.

1.3. Serial Ílr. : 111J.

1 .4. Year of production z 1)J6.

1.5. Registration marks : 00 - ART.

1.6. Owner : IíELISERVICE, N.V.
Helmweg 15 A

B 83OO KNOKKE.

1.7. Certificate of registration : nr. 2183, issued 16 February 1972.

1.8. Certificate of airworthiness : a provisional permit to fly was issued

on 17 February 1972, awaiting for issuance of the Certificate of
AÍrworthiness. The permit was valid until 1 0 ttÍarch 1972.

1.9. Engine ; type i 1, Franklin 6VS 335A.

Serial nr. i 45144.

Year of construction t 1)6J.

Time since overhaul : new engine.

Total time : B h. 45 m.

1 .1 0. Aircraft history :

The helicopter und.er German registration D - IIEC I was stopped on

1{ June 1966r êt 1150 flying hours, for comp}ete obstruction of the

oil filter, due to use of improper oil grad.e.

It sustained maj or overhaul and modif icatÉ.on works at ff Clever and.

Rietdorf GI{BH, Saffig, Germargr".

Among these works, following rnodifications were embod.ied :

a nehÍ Franklin engine was fitted, replacing the former Lycoming

V0 435 engine.



Installation of the cabin modification kit 'f Carson C4,' .

Installation of the Carson turbo-supercharger modification kit.
On 20 December 1971, after test flight, the main gearbox is completely

disassembled and overhauled again owing to a,$eavy smell of burning
oil. Severe corrosion rras noted. in the gearbox where some parts showed.

traces of overheating : lower end of rotor mast and its need.Ie bearing,
bottom of sun gear and. the cooling fan drive and its bearing.
Some bearings and shafts were damaged,.

41I mandatory mod.ifications and inspections were complied. with, before
or d.uring the maj or overhaul .

At the moment of the accid.ent, the helicopter had flown :

total time since new : 1 1 58 h. 45 min.

time since overhaul : B h. 45 min.

The last maintenance work took place at 1 156 h. 45 min. A 2, hours

inspection was camied out and the engine oil was changed. (ESSO

Aviation oil, grade E 8O) ,

2. }IAIN GEAR-BOX

2.1 . DISASSET1BLÏ AND FII{DINGS :

The case of the main gearbox shows visible signs of overheating (see

photographs lrr. I:, 2 and 3.)
The main gearbox and the rotor mast were completely disassembled in the

following order, refering to figure 12, rev. 15.1 .67, of the "Illustrated
Parts Catalog" (figure in appendix) :

removal of the rotor head;

- removal of the main rotor mast i
FIU)INCS : The lower end of the rotor mast had been abnormally

overheated, the inner race of the need.le bearing is dama6ed and. the

lower stud is twisted. off. (see photographs rr. 4, 5 and. 6.)
removal of top case (item 62) and. upper ring (item 61.)

FII{DINGS : All the teeth of the pinion gears of the upper spider
( item 6O. ) are sheared.. There are mar\y metal chips and evidence

of overheating. (see photograph 7.)
removal of the upper spider (item 60.)

removal of the center case (item 57) and of the free rheel (item 56-
photograph nr. B)o .

FïNDINCS : AII the pinion gears of the upper spid.er ( item 60, were

shaved, they are heavily distorted and their roller bearings are

darnaged (see photographs nr. 9, 10 and. 11.)



- removal of the lower spider (item ,4 photograph nr. 12).

FINDINGS : Al1, the teeth of the upper crown of the sun gear (item 53)

are severely darnaged (see photograph nr. 13) . The bearing cages of

the :pinion geals of the lower spider are broken and some rollers are

missing (see photograph nr. 14.)

removal of the sun gear (item 53.)
removal of the lower case ( item 9. )

removal of the clutch (item 3.)
FïNDINGS : Filings and metal chips are at the bottom of the main

gearbox ( photograph r1r . 1 5 ) . There lie the end of the broken stud"

coming from the main rotor mast, with its nut, cotter pin,

and washer (photograph nr. 6) and also the outer race of the

needle bearing ( item 52.) which calne out of its housing in the sun

gear (photographs Dr. 16 and. 17.)

Photograph nr. 17 shows the identification marks on the needle bearing

Photograph I1r, 1 B shows the metal screps collected. in the rnain gearbox

2.2, DISCUSSTON :

The damage in the main gearbox is characteristic of a long running time

with excessive heat.

The main rotor mast is colored blue at its lower end", due to overheating

The nut, the cotter pin and the washer retaining the inner race of the

need.le bearing are clear and. did not overheat . ( ffrot ograph nr . 6 .)
The cotter pin j.s sheared due to a clockwise motion of the nut and marks

of seizing are visible on the mating faces of washer and nut.

The inner race of the needle bearing is seized on the main rotor mast

(photograph Rr. 19) .

The outer race shows evidences of overheat and hammering in its housing

in the sun gear. The needles are imprinted in the bearing outer racet

show flat faces and are jammed. (photograph nr. 16.)

3. Ig9$g3II9g=I$ggg

The main gearbox is lubrj.cated by nozzles spraying oil into it ; one is
located in the upper case (photograph nr. 3), another is located in the

center case and. a third one is plugged at the top of the engine crankshaft

and. sprays the oil in the bottom of the main gearbox (photograph Ílr. 15).

The temperature of the transmissj.on is sensed by a resistance butb located

in the center case (item 26.)



4.

The installation of a turbo-supercharger required a modifieation of the
oil system : at the oil pump outlet, a 'rTrr shaped connector distributes
the oÍ1 to,the main gearbox (upper line) and to the turbine (lower line)
(photograph rr. 20. )

The oil used. in the eirgine is qsso AVTATTON OrL-E-Bo.

One sarnple of new oil and one sample of oil coming from the engine were
analysed. The tests show that the oil conforms to the appropriate
specification and that the oil coming from the engine is still in good

cond-ition. The oil auality is not suspeeted to have had. an influence
in the accident.

Following checks víere performed. :

oil level : satisfactory ;

oí1 strainer r clean ;

- magnetic plug : filings (photograph nr. 21).
oil lines to main gearbox, strainers and. nozzles : clean ;

oil nozzLe on top of crankshaft : blocked (photograph nr. 1r).
This nozzle Bas'-tgsted. -,as; follows- : submitted to a pressure of Ij psi
of E - B0 oil heated to 1 00o C, there was no oil flow through the
nozzle. To clear the nozzle, a small piece of d.irt looking like a thin
plastic film 3 mrt. long was extracted from 1t (photogrpph rlr. 22),

39539=!gggg=gg4ggg3 :

There }Ías abnormal frietion"in the turbo-super charger system. When

disassembling the unit, it was found that the shaft rubbed. against the
case at the wheel end, instead of being guided. in the bearing (photo-
graphs Ílr. 23 and 24) . The lines supp3,ying oil to the bearings and to
the thrust bearing were fouled (photograph Írr. zj and 26.)

g9IglgrI9g

The damage to the main gearbox may have occumed. as follows.
Due the obetruction of the oil nozzle at the bottom of the maj.n gearbox,
the needle bearing at the lower end. of the main rotor mast is badly
lubricated. and. cooled. The need,les jam in the outer race and. force the
ínner race to rotate on the shaft. The retainer washer rotates also and.

causes the nut to tighten, shearing the cotter pin and twisting off the
stud.. The need.le bearing becomes overheated. The outer race beeomes loose

5.
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in its housing and falls out of the sun gear. The main rotor mast

is no longer guided at its bottom and. the loading on the pinions

and. their bearings increases, leading to progressive deterioration
by overheat and. overload.

99gI3g

6.1, After the flight test performed. on 2O December 1971 at the

completion of the maj or overhaul at I'CIever and" Rietdorf " , the

d.efect found at the lower end of the main rotor mast and the

needle bearing is of the same nature than that which caused

the accident, but the darnage were more limited..
6.2. During the flight test performed. on 17 Fe.bruary 1972 for the

delivery af the belgian certificate of airworthiness, the

transmission temperature tosê :up tot 12Os C, with an engine oil
temperature of 70" C.

During the flights performed between 20 February and 1 March

1972r the pilot reported transmission temperature rising up to
1 3Oo C, which is the upper limit mentioned" in the aircraft t s

flight manual. The temperature indicator and the bulb were tested.

and found. satisfactory.

I39I43! g= g gggg= gg= 3g= gg g J3E$

The accid.ent tÍas caused by mechanical d.amage in the main gearbox

due to -excessive overheating. The probable cause of heat building
up is the obstruction of the oil nozzLe located on the top of the

engine crankshaft, which lubricates and eools the needle bearing

at the bottom of the main rotor mast.

This defect was probably alread.y exist ing when the helicopter came

out of major overhaul at rr0lever and. Rietd.orf", and" no correction was

brought to it.
Though the pilot reported high transmission temperature r ro corrective
action was taken because the Èemperature was within the limits specified
in the flight manual. But continuous running at the upper limit was

d.etrimental for the transmission.

7.
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$ction IV l
Íransnrissión Installatlon

Figurg 12. Main Rotor Ttansmission Ássembly
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